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In today's commentary, titled "DeLay hammers Earle of Austin," Ann Coulter rips into Democrat prosecutor
Ronnie Earle for his baseless conspiracy charge against Rep. Tom DeLay, R-Texas, that was thrown out
of court this week.
Notes Coulter: "It probably goes without saying that it is extraordinary for criminal charges to be thrown out
by a judge before any jury ever hears the evidence. Juries decide guilt or innocence in this country. For
the judge to dismiss an indictment before trial, it means he concluded that – even if the jury finds
everything Ronnie Earle alleges to be true – no crime was committed."
You definitely will want to read more about this extraordinary case -- and Coulter's penetrating insights -right now, exclusively on WorldNetDaily.com!
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=47660
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WorldNetDaily is sponsored by Voice of the Martyrs. If you are concerned about the persecuted church,
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